Introduction
We use Bondy and Murty [3] for terminology and notation not defined here and consider simple graphs only. Let G be a graph of order n. If G has a Hamilton cycle (a cycle containing every vertex of G), then G is called hamiltonian. A cycle C of G is called a dominating cycle, or briefly D-cycle, if V(G)-V(C) is an independent set of vertices in G. The number of vertices in a maximum independent set of G is denoted by cc(G) and the set of vertices adjacent to a vertex u by NG(u); dG(u):= ING(u)( is the degree of the vertex u and 6(G) denotes min{dc(v)l Z~E V(G)}. If G is noncomplete, then NC(G) denotes min{ lN,(u)uN,(u)l
Iuu$E(G)}; if G is complete, we set NC(G)=n-1. If no ambiguity can arise, we sometimes write c( instead of a(G), N(u) instead of N,(u), etc.
The earliest degree condition for a graph to be hamiltonian is due to Dirac.
Theorem 2 (Ore [lo]). If G is a graph qf order n with d(u)+d(v)>n>3
.for every pair u, v of nonadjacent vertices, then G is hamiltonian.
We will refer to Theorem 2 as Ore's Theorem. In recent literature on hamiltonian graph theory, many results appear in which certain vertex sets are required to have large neighborhood unions instead of large degree-sums. Three such results are the following.
Theorem 3 (Faudree, Gould, Jacobson and Schelp [S] ). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC(G) >+(2n -l), then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 4 (Faudree, Gould, Jacobson and Lesniak [7] ). lf G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC(G) an--6(G), then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 5 (Faudree, Gould, Jacobson and Lesniak [6] ). None of these results generalizes Ore's Theorem. In fact, Theorems 3 and 1 are incomparable in the sense that neither theorem implies the other. Theorems 4 and 5 are more general than Theorem 1 (for n sufficiently large in the case of Theorem 5), but are incomparable to Theorem 2. In Bauer, Fan and Veldman [l] it is shown that a recent result in Bauer, Morgana, Schmeichel and Veldman [2] is a common generalization of Theorems 2,3 and 4 (and Theorem 1). Another common generalization of Theorems 2, 3 and 4 is also established in Bauer, Fan and Veldman [l] . Both of these results involve degree-sums of triples of independent vertices. In Broersma and Veldman [4] the following generalization of Theorems 2, 3,4 and 5 is obtained (for graphs that contain a D-cycle). Recently, in Jackson [9] it was shown that the bound $(2n -1) in Theorem 3 can be lowered to $(n + 3), unless G belongs to one of three families of exceptional graphs (the families $?", I?", jn defined below, but with fn replaced by a(n + 3) in the definition of 9"). Moreover, it was proved that a 3-connected graph of order n with NC af(n + 1) is hamiltonian.
We use Theorem 6 to prove the following generalization of Theorems 2,3,4 and 5, which was conjectured in Jackson [9] . Here, the classes $,,X'" and y" are defined as follows. For positive integers n and i, let ,Xg' denote the class of graphs of order n consisting of three disjoint complete graphs, where each of the components has order at least i, i.e., ,Xf):= {K,+ K,+ K,Jp + q + r= n, p, q, r 3 i}. Let S,* denote the family of all graphs of order n which can be obtained as the join of Kz and a graph in X!,'?,. Let Z",* denote the family of all graphs of order n which can be obtained from the join of K1 It is easy to check that all graphs in ???~uX'~u~~ are nonhamiltonian. Hence, Theorem 7 implies that, apart from the Petersen graph, the graphs of 3" u,ui",uyn are the only nonhamiltonian graphs in F".
All graphs in 9" u X',, ~2" have connectivity 2. So Theorem 7 has the following consequence, which was conjectured by Chen (see Jackson [9] ).
Corollary 8. !f G is a 3-connected graph of' order n and NC(G)>in, then either G is hamiltonian, or G is the Petersen graph.
The complete bipartite graphs K:(,_ ,), it"+ 1j, n>5, form an infinite family of 2-connected nonhamiltonian graphs for which NC = *(n -1).
Proof of Theorem 7
By Theorem 6 it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. In the proof of Lemma 9 we use some additional terminology and notation. If C is a cycle of G, we denote by C the cycle C with a given orientation.
If u, VE I'(C), then UCU denotes the consecutive vertices on C from u to u in the direction specified by C. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by VI?U. We will consider UCV and zl?u both as paths and as vertex sets. We use U+ to denote the successor of u on C and U- Let X,X,, X, be subgraphs of G. By N(X) we denote the set of vertices in I'(G)-I'(X) that are adjacent to at least one vertex of X. We call X1 and Xz remote if V(X,)n V(X,)=@ and N(X,)n V(X,)=@ By w,(X) we denote the number of components of X with at least t vertices.
If C is an oriented cycle of G and UE V(C), then we call a subgraph X of G a (C, t', t)-suhgraph if each of the following requirements holds: (i) X is connected and has order t; (ii) 0# V(X)n V(C)= VCW for some vertex WE V(C); (iii) if X' satisfies (i) and (ii), then V(X)n V(C)c V(X')n V(C).
Proof of Lemma 9.
Assume that G is a 2-connected graph, 1 V(G)1 = n, NC(G) 24 n and that G contains no D-cycle. We distinguish two main cases and a number of subcases, in each of which we either reach contradictions with the assumptions, or the conclusion GE~,,u%,,u~". Set II + 1 : = min { i 1 G has a Di-cycle}, so that J. 2 2. Let CA be a DA+ ,-cycle of G for which ol(G-V(C,)) is minimum. Fix an orientation on CA. Since G has no DA-cycle, G-V(C,) has a component X,, of order 2. Let ai, . . . . uk be the neighbors of X0, occurring on C, in the order of their indices. Since G is 2-connected, we have k 3 2. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: k>3. Let in every segment T : =a+ snail 1 (indices mod k) the vertex ti be the first vertex such that ai-ti$E(G). This vertex exists because the choice of CA implies a, ai, i#E(G). Now we can find a (Cl, tl, A)-subgraph Xi, a (C,,t,, A)-subgraph X2 and (CA, ~2, i)-subgraphs Xi for i = 3, . . . , k, such that X,, . . . . X, are mutually remote. The proofs of these assertions are copies of those in the proof of Theorem 2 in Veldman [I 11 , only every time in Veldman [l l] a path u;uluol or u;uzuoa is used, we now must use the path a; t; ~LaIuol or a; t; ?lu2u02 (here Ugi is a vertex in X0 such that uiuO+E(G), for i= 1, . . .
. k).
We make a number of observations. These observations follow by definition, or they are proved by contradiction.
In the latter cases we give a cycle contradicting the choice of CI if we assume the contrary to the observation.
Here ai Pa2 is a path joining a, and u2 with all internal vertices in X0.
( 
~IN(r,)uN(x)l+lN(t,)uN(.*-)l ~IN(t,)-N(X,)l+IN(t,)-N(X,)I +21 V(X,)-(x) I+21 (4 . . ..Uk) I
=n-kA+31+2k-6
=n-(k-3)(1-2)
Because k 3 3 and A > 2, we must have equality throughout. contradicts the choice of CA, hence a, a, -@E(G). This means ti #a;, which in particular means that t, is equal to, or precedes a; on the segment a: Cia;. We know tiu;~E(G), so we can form the cycle a;t;E a x a x u a-a+C,a;t,?,a, and al precedes a2 on h,?,b,. We distinguish two subcases. 
hence IN(x)nT,I+(N(t,)nT,ldlT,I.
Next we observe that jN(x)nTl=O for i=O,2,3,...,1. Moreover, for i = 2, . . . ,I -2 we get This implies I= 3, so that equality holds throughout.
N(t,)nT,-,~~-l-((T,-,nV(Y,-,))u{bl_lS),
In particular, pz = I Tzl or, equivalently, We distinguish two subcases. 
